Nurse Survey Results
2016-2017 School Year
“Instead of a child being out of the classroom for 15-20 minutes while I screen them the whole class was screened in that
amount of time. The results were far more accurate and caught diagnoses that I would not have caught. The parents
respond better also. The area doctors liked the reports and were impressed with the accuracy.”

Time Savings
Did the VisioCheck program delivery save you me in your
vision screening eﬀorts?

Given the overall demands of your me as a school nurse,
how would you rate the importance of me saving acvies
for you?
4.9 out of 5 (extremely important)

“I have over 800 students and see over 100 per day and it is a real struggle to get the mandatory
screenings done. The screenings that were done here were far more accurate than the screenings I
do. I was really happy with the outcome.”
“School nurses are often the primary (and sometimes only) health care provider school aged children see...The time we
have to assess and care for children is very limited on the best of days. Anything that allows us to save time on routine
issues (screenings for example) gives us more time for the care of acute and chronic health issues.”

Program Quality & Eﬀecveness
How would you rate the onsite VisioCheck program delivery
at your school(s)?
4.9 out of 5 (excellent)

How would you rate the value of the screening summary
reports that were included with your results?
4.9 out of 5 (extremely useful)

“Our teachers appreciated less classroom interruptions. I think parents responded or acted on the printed color result
sheet. They were more likely to follow through with eye doctor appointment.”
“I felt the program provided a much more accurate screening than what I can provide using a Snellen chart.”
“Tracking and referrals are so much easier, stats were very helpful in looking at our numbers and other demographics.”
“Parents and area doctors loved the reports. I got faster response from parents.”

Impact & Importance
Do you believe improving vision outcomes
for students can have an impact on
educaonal performance?

Do you believe any health condion that
aﬀects 25% or more of your student
populaon should be elevated as a
priority?
(of those with an opinion)

In your professional opinion as a school nurse, please rate
the value of updang chart screenings with technology
based programs.
4.8 out of 5 (extremely important)

“The technology available through screenings like that done
by Conexus is invaluable. Vision problems that go
undetected can cause learning and behavior issues that
negatively impact school aged childrens' ability to be
academically successful. While chart screenings are
certainly better than no screening at all, it would be a
disservice and failure of our Commonwealth for children to
have the technology available yet not utilized.”
“I think this screening caught more problems that I would
not have gotten on our screening. Some children that are
not cognitively able to screen with our machine were able
to be screened for the first time.”
“Children who cannot clearly see their books, papers,
computers or work displayed on Promethian or chalk
boards cannot learn. That is a point that cannot be argued
against.”
“If 25% of our children had a communicable illness we
could call it a Pandemic and everyone would be on high
alert with every possible thing being done to stem and
correct the problem. Why don't we treat vision problems
with the same urgency?”
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